Abstract-Online changepoint detection is an important task for machine learning in changing environments, as it signals when the learning model needs to be updated. Presence of noise that can be mistaken for real changes makes it difficult to develop an effective approach that would have a low false alarm rate and being able to detect all the changes with a minimal delay. In this paper we study how performance of popular Bayesian online detectors can be improved in case of recurrent changes. Modelling recurrence allows us to anticipate future changepoints and predict their locations in time. We propose an approach for inducing and integrating recurrence information in the streaming settings, and demonstrate its effectiveness on synthetic and realworld human activity datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Online change detection is practically relevant in many domains, such as medicine, energy production, industrial processes monitoring [1] . In machine learning and data mining, change detection is often studied in the context of problem of concept drift happening due to changes in the underlying data distribution over time [2] . A popular approach for handling concept drift is to monitor data or model performance for changes and to adapt model using most recent data collected after the last detected change [3] .
In this paper, we consider a change detection task in a univariate time series recorded as data streams. Further in the text we denote a univariate vector of observations either as x i n i=1 or as x x x 1:n , i.e.
x x x 1:n ≡ x i n i=1 ≡ x 1 , . . . , x n .
Input to the change detector is a vector of observations x t indexed by timestamps t ∈ T . A collection of timestamps is an ordered vector of time moments T ≡ t 1 , . . . , t T when observations were taken. We assume a constant sampling rate. Changepoint is a time moment when statistical properties of the data stream change significantly according to the predefined criteria. Changepoint is identified by the moment of time when it happened (further referred to as the time location of the change). The sequence of changes is denoted as c i k i=1 ∈ T and an individual change from this sequence as c i . The task is to detect changes online using only the data observed until the current moment in time.
The top plot (A) in the Fig. 1 illustrates an example of the input signal with three changepoints in the mean value at the moments c c c 1:3 = 5, 10, 14 . Change is usually detected with some time delay δ. The change detection task is to detect changes c c c 1:3 with as small delay δ as possible while at the same time minimizing the number of false alarms.
An event when the change was alarmed by the detector while there is actually no change is called False Positive (FP). False Positives are often caused by outliers or noise in the input signal.
While the majority of existing change detection techniques focus on individual changepoint detection and assume that changepoints are not predictable, Fig. 1 illustrates use cases in which changes are expected to reappear over time after approximately equal time intervals. In this paper we focus on such a setting, addressing the problem of detecting changes in noisy signals with recurrent changes.
Our approach (called BLPA method) is based on the hypothesis that if the probability distribution of the time intervals between changepoints differs from the probability distribution of time intervals between outliers we can use this information to predict time locations of the changes and skip outliers and therefore achieve better true detection vs. false positive alarm rates.
BLPA is a novel online detection method. It extends the Bayesian Online Changepoint Detector (BD) proposed in [4] by embedding into it a Predictive Change Confidence Function (PCCF), which was introduced recently in [5] , in order to predict future changepoints in the input data stream, adjust detector's settings dynamically and to reduce FP rate.
BD detector works by recursively estimating posterior probability distribution P (r t |x x x 1:t , θ) of the run length variable r t which is a time since the last changepoint. Changepoint is an event when arg max rt P (r t |x x x 1:t , θ) = 0
Every time a new measurement x t is observed the posterior distribution is recalculated using the Bayes' theorem to update parameters of the distributions used to model data and the law of total probability
to take into account values from all the runs in the past. The prior probability of the change P (r t = 0|t) in BD detector is specified using the constant-value hazard rate h which is a prior probability to observe a change and which is supposed to be known before the change detection process starts. The uniform non-informative prior does not hold enough information to distinguish outliers and noisy changes from the changepoints. We improve performance of the BD detector by using an informative prior distribution in a form of the PCCF function which parameters are the average time interval μ between consecutive changepoints c i − c i−1 and standard deviation σ. Given current estimate of μ and σ PCCF gives a prior probability P(t|μ, σ) to observe recurrent changepoint at time t. During the change detection process parameters of the BD detector are adjusted dynamically according to the predictions in order to skip possible noisy changes between changepoints. When a new changepoint is detected (or its location is provided by an external source) parameters (μ, σ) are updated using the Bayesian rule and new prediction P(t|μ new , σ new ) is made.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we review related works. In Section III we describe in detail how the Bayesian Change Detector proposed in [4] works. In Section IV we describe PCCF function used to predict recurrent changes. In Section V we describe the data model common for the input signal of observations x i and for the time intervals between changepoints c i − c i−1 . In the Section VI we describe the BLPA method which is a BD detector integrated with the PCCF function. In the Section VII we describe experimental results demonstrating improved performance of the BD detector when integrated with the PCCF.
II. RELATED WORK
While many change detection methods have been developed [1] , [6] for offline and online settings, they typically assume that changes occur at random in time, and are independent from each other. In practice, however, in many industrial applications changes occur with some regularity, which may be, for instance, due to seasonality of the conditions or semiregular wear rates of the equipment. Our BLPA approach captures this information from data, and utilizes it for improving the accuracy of a Bayesian online change detection.
In the Bayesian online change detector proposed in [4] and extended in [7] authors model time intervals between change points (run lengths) using the hazard rate. This approach allows to take into account recurrence by tuning a single parameter, but it does not allow to distinguish outliers from changes which may appear between outliers. In [8] data stream volatility, defined as the rate of detected changes, is used to make detector more reactive. We concentrate on the problem of improving change detection by predicting time locations of the changes in the future in order to better distinguish outliers from real changes.
In BD [4] the hazard rate is a constant value assumed to be known in advance. This is not a very realistic assumption and this problem has been addressed in [9] where authors proposed an on-line inference procedure to estimate h parameter in the case when hazard rate is unknown and can itself undergo changes while new data arrives. In [10] authors proposed an algorithm which can detect and locate changepoints simultaneously using Bayesian statistics approach. In [11] authors use Gaussian Process model to compute predictive distribution p(x new |x x x old ).
Our method is different in a way that we combine change detection and prediction tasks. We add a second layer (PCCF function) on top of the change detection algorithm allowing to predict future recurrent changes and adjust the settings of the detector dynamically. This second layer is a change detector itself as it automatically incorporates changes into the underlying distribution of the time intervals between recurrent changes.
In our previous work [5] we demonstrated how to combine PCCF with a naive threshold. The BLPA method we propose here is a more advanced in the sense that it integrates PCCF natively into the BD detector using Bayesian statistics framework. BLPA updates both parameters of BD and PCCF sequentially, detects changes, predicts future changes and adjusts parameters of the BD detector according to the predictions in order to skip noisy changes and outliers while detecting changes of interest.
A few other lines of work conceptually relate to our approach via attention to recurrent concept drift [12] , [13] , [14] , predictability of concept drift [15] , or change detection with delayed labeling [16] . Yet these approaches are specific to handling concept drift, while our focus is on generic online change detection and its accuracy.
III. ONLINE BAYESIAN CHANGE DETECTOR (BD)
In this section we describe the Bayesian Online Changepoint Detector proposed in [4] . As it was previously mentionedto model time occurrences of the changes authors introduce a latent variable run length r t which is the number of time steps since the most recent change. In Fig. 1 plot (A) you can see an illustrating example of the input signal and corresponding run values on plot (B).
On each time step there are two possibilities: either the run length increases r t = r t−1 + 1 or changepoint occurs r t = 0. The conditional prior P (r t |r t−1 ) of the change is given by a constant-value hazard rate h (Equation 4).
The plot (C) in Fig. 1 illustrates the message-passing algorithm to compute prior probabilities of the changepoint at any time moment given the boundary condition P (r 1 = 0) = 1.0 that change occurred at the moment t = 1. Each node (circle) represents a hypothesis about the current run length value. From each node there is a solid line upwards depicting probability of increasing of the run on the next time step (no change) and a dashed line going downwards depicting probability of the change. At each time step the probability of a changepoint is estimated by calculating the posterior probability distribution of the run length value given observed data (Equation 5).
The joint probability of the run length values and the observed data can be sequentially computed using recursive procedure in Equation 6 as it is described in [4] :
where
t ≡ x t−r+1 , . . . , x t is input data sub-interval associated with the run length r. Marginal predictive distribution of the new observation x t is computed using the sum rule:
IV. PCCF FUNCTION In this section we show how to compute PCCF function used to predict time locations of the recurrent changes in the future. We consider a discrete case when observations are obtained at the discrete time moments t T t=1 with a constant sampling rate. Probability distribution function (Pdf) for the discrete sets is defined using the Probability mass function (Pmf). As mentioned earlier we assume that changes reoccur at approximately equal time intervals. To model time intervals between consecutive changes c i − c i−1 we use the Gaussian distribution assuming that the standard deviation is small enough such that the probability to observe a change c i before c i−1 is extremely small.
where 
To predict future changes we introduce the notion of the Predictive Change Confidence Function (PCCF) [5] .
Definition 2: PCCF is a Pmf defined on a discrete set of time moments t T t=1 giving a probability to observe recurrent change ∀c ∈ c i k i=1 at the time moment t
where p(c i = t|μ c , σ c ) is a Pmf for an individual change c i . It is important to note that change-events c i are independent. Every c i can happen at any moment of time according to its individual Pmf p(c i = t|μ c , σ c ). Following the sum rule for total probability 1 in order to compute Pmf of c i+1 we need to consider all possible time locations of c i .
According to the definition 2 PCCF is a sum of individual Pmf's of the changes which might happen till current moment of time
Right
The convolution of two Gaussian distributions is also a Gaussian distribution
. (14) PCCF (Eq. 12) can be written as a t-fold convolution
which is equivalent to the sum
The sum in Equation 16 describes renewal-reward process [17] , [18] . Using the renewal theorem [17] we can calculate the limit of P(t) when t → ∞
From Equations 17 follows that PCCF converges to the constant value uniform distribution for large t values. Fig. 2 illustrates two PCCF functions (Equation 16 ) with parameters (μ = 10, σ = 2) and (μ = 15, σ = 3). Prior and posteriors for the PCCF's parameters are estimated and updated using the procedure described in Section V describing data model. V. DATA MODEL In this section we describe the data model which we use in BLPA. There are two data streams to be analyzed. The stream of input observations x t and the stream of time intervals between changepoints c i − c i−1 . The first stream is used to detect changes and therefore to produce the second stream. The stream of changes may be updated by external processes providing additional information about time location of the changes. E.g. there are additional change-detection processes running in parallel with the main detector on collected data to locate changes in the past more precisely. The stream of changepoints is used to predict future changepoints in order to adjust detector's settings to achieve a better performance. Further, data D is either input data stream of observations x t or data stream of time intervals between consecutive changepoints c i − c i−1 . In this section we describe the data model for D common both for input signal and sequence of time intervals between changepoints.
Data D is assumed to be generated by a Gaussian distribution with an unknown mean and variance. We denote elements of D byx i ∈ D with mean and variance (μ,σ).
A. Prior distributions.
Following the notations in [19] , we use a normal-gamma prior forμ andσ:
where (α 0 ,β 0 ,μ 0 ,κ 0 ) are hyperparameters. The valueτ is also named precision 2 . The likelihood of data D = x i is
The joint conjugate prior for parameters (μ,τ ) is the defined normal-gamma (NG) distribution:
(23)
where Z = Γ(α0)
is the normalized factor.
B. Posterior distributions
The posterior can be derived as
which is also a normal-gamma distribution:
with the parameters
(30) over μ (See [19] )
Given the updated parameters θ = (α 0 , β 0 , μ 0 , κ 0 ) using the rules 31, the predictive distribution for a new data x new is
and p(τ |x x x, μ 0 , κ 0 , α, β) is given by 32. Integral 33 is a Pearson type VII distribution (Equation 35) which is equivalent of the non-standardized Student's t-distribution.
Predictive distribution 7 in case of this data model is given by Equation 35 . Please see detailed calculations in the Appendix.
VI. BLPA CHANGE DETECTOR
The BLPA method is a combination of BD detector and PCCF predictive function. Particularly when we compute the joint probability P (r t , x j t j=1 ) and after that when computing the run-length distribution P (r t | x j t j=1 ) we multiply these probabilities by the prior probability of the changes given by PCCF for the moment t. The BLPA method is depicted in Algorithm 1, in which:
• Lines 1-4: Set initial parameter values for the probability distribution of the data D. Algorithm 1 LPA-detector pseudocode
Predict changes (Initial) 6: for t=1:T do 7:
Observe new datum 8: π t π t π t = P (x t |θ θ θ) Predictive distribution 9: P (r t = r t−1 + 1, x x x) = P (r t−1 ,
10:
P (r t |x x x) = P (r t , x x x)/P (x x x) Run length Distrib 12: θ θ θ ← Update(θ) θ) θ) Update parameters 13: if (arg max rt p(r t |x x x, θ θ θ) = 0) then 14:
15:
end if 17: end for
VII. EXPERIMENTS
We performed experiments with artificially generated and real world human activity data sets. To measure the performance of the change detector we can consider it as a binary classifier assigning labels 'change'/'not change' to the incoming observations x t . If e + t is the 'change' label assigned at the moment t and e − t is the label 'not change' assigned at t then Then True Positive (TP), False Positives (FP), True Negatives (TN) and False Negatives (FN) events can be defined as follows:
• e + t is TP if ∃c i : t − c i < δ, and FP if c i : t − c i < δ • e − t is FN if ∃c i : t − c i < δ, and TN if c i : t − c i < δ The performance of the change detector is defined by TP/FP rates and by the average delay δ of the detection.
A. Artificial data
In the simulation we generated 200 signals with 10 recurrent changes in the mean value for each hazard-rate value h varied in the interval from 50 to 300 by the step 15. Average distance between changes was set to μ = 100 with the standard deviation σ = 10. Results are depicted in Fig. 3 . FP rate is decreased while not reducing TP rate. In the worst cases the performance of both detectors is similar.
B. Human Activity (HA) signal
In the second experiment we used the Human activity data set [20] which contains sensor measurements from people performed 6 types of activities: three static postures (standing, sitting, lying) and three dynamic activities (walking, walking downstairs and walking upstairs). We detected changes caused by transitions from one set of activities to another in one of the sensor signals. Results are depicted in Fig. 4 decreased when BD detector is used with the PCCF function.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed BLPA -a new Bayesian method to improve accuracy of the Bayesian Online Changepoint detector for the data streams with recurrent changes by embedding the Predictive Confidence Change Function (PCCF). When new data arrives in a stream BD detector's and PCCF's parameters are adjusted to the changing conditions using the same Bayesian update procedures constituting a two-layer adaptive change detection/prediction method BLPA. In the experiments with real and artificial data sets we demonstrated that Bayesian detector equipped with PCCF performs better in terms of TP/FP rates than the detector without PCCF.
In BLPA run lengths c i − c i−1 are modelled by the Gaussian distribution N (μ, σ) with the small standard deviation σ value to ensure that probability of the event c i+1 < c i is close to zero. Initial values for μ and σ can be easily calculated from historical data using well known maximum likelihood estimators. Also, the choice of the Gaussian distribution allows a uniform modelling of both input data streams of observations and changepoints. However, in some real life applications this assumption may be not realistic and it would make sense to consider positive defined distributions.
In the BD detector [4] run lengths are modelled by the constant-value hazard rate h what is equivalent to the Poisson process in which time intervals between sequential events are i.i.d. from the Exponential distribution h exp(−ht) which, in turn, is a special case of the distribution Gamma(α = 1, β = 1/h). In the future work we plan to consider the case of Gamma distribution to model run lengths values when α > 1.
In the current version of the BLPA a user should test the hypothesis if changepoints in the input data stream are recurrent using historical data and perform initial estimation of the prior probability distribution of the PCCF's parameters. We plan to address this issue by considering more real life data streams in order to develop procedures to automate this process. p(x 1 , ...., x n |μ, τ )p(μ, τ )dμdτ .
APPENDIX
Assuming the Gaussian distribution
the probability p(x 1 , ...., x n |μ, τ )p(μ, τ ) is √ τ √ 2π
where an expression in the exponent is Noticing that a n+1 a n = 1 + n + κ 0 a n (n + 1 + κ 0 ) (48)
marginal predictive distribution is p(x n+1 |x 1 , ..., x n ) , where coefficients arê
